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ABSTRACT  

 

 

We are focused towards delivering the best quality products at the right 

price while ensuring delight in customer experience. We strive towards 

enriching our smart home portfolio regularly with new products that are 

compatible with Smart home hub and app so that users can constantly 

enrich their smart home experience and improve their home 

management productivity. 

The Competitors to consider are Oaktree and Smarteefi. 

 

 

 

 

 

Target Audience: 

· The Smart Home Market 

For many businesses, these consumer prospects are interested in devices that connect directly or 

indirectly to the internet via a gateway in order to monitor, control and regulate functions in their homes. 

Add to that the IoT aspect of communication with other devices and you have an intelligent home   

configuration. Also, part of this market landscape includes subscription fees for external services, apps and 

cloud-based monitoring solutions. 

· Smart home segmentation 

· Latent Class Analysis methodology 

· The New Dynamics Of Media Investments In The Digital Age 

Features of Smart Home App: 

Smart life, smart living: 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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• Remotely control home appliances from anywhere 

• Add and control multiple devices at once with one App 

• Voice control via Amazon Echo, Alexa and Google Home 

• Interworking of multiple smart devices. Devices automatically start/stop working based on temperature, location 

and time. 

• Easily share devices among family members 

• Receive real-time alerts to ensure safety 

• Easily and quickly connect Smart Home App to devices 

. 
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Features of Smart Home App: 

Smart life, smart living: 

• Remotely control home appliances from anywhere 

• Add and control multiple devices at once with one App 

• Voice control via Amazon Echo, Alexa and Google Home 

• Interworking of multiple smart devices. Devices automatically start/stop working based on temperature, location 

and time. 

• Easily share devices among family members 

• Receive real-time alerts to ensure safety 

• Easily and quickly connect Smart Home App to devices 

 

 

Splash Screen 

●Logo 

●App Name 

●Tagline (If given) 

●Logo can be animated to keep the users focused and not get them restless if it takes a lot of time to load 

Onboarding Page (Nickel Tour Onboarding) 

●Unique Selling Proposition (USP) 

●Illustration/image (animated would make it lively and interesting) 

●Simple language to explaining the function 

●Skip option 

●Login/Register 

●Progress indicator 

Register/Login 

●Best to register with mobile number & OTP for security purpose and helps users to reduce cognitive load as 

they need not remember the password ●Privacy Policy and terms and conditions 

●Error message on entering wrong number 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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●Back button for OTP page 

●Clear visibility of entered mobile number on which OTP is sent 

●Clear text field where OTP appears 

●Timer to show time left to enter OTP 

●Resend OTP option 

Changing Device Settings (Ex:Fan) 

●Slider with percentage to show speed of the fan 

●Timer settings (min/hours) 

●Creating a schedule to start the device when needed 

●Error if the device not working 

●Toggle button to ON/OFF the device 

●Voice Interaction 

 
Market competitor 

http://www.ijsrem.com/
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Use cases / user stories 

➔ Use cases, user stories, notes to set up the wireframes. Such as… 

➔ “As an Administrator, I would like to restrict permissions based on role.” 

➔ “As a Moderator, I would like to flag and approve comments.” 

➔ Executives indicated that being able to see a summary of each segment of data was their #1 priority. 

➔ Note: secondary admin workflow not planned for this release. 

 

 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

We may conclude that IoT has a lot of scope both in terms of technology enhancement and facilitate the 

humankind. IoT has also shown its importance and potential in the economic and industrial growth of a 

developing region. Also, in trade and stock exchange market, it is being considered as a revolutionary step. 

Conclusion. In conclusion, Internet of Things is the concept in which the virtual world of information technology 

connected to the real world of things. The technologies of Internet of things such as RFID and Sensor make 

our life become better and more comfortable. 

The future of IoT has the potential to be limitless. Advances to the industrial internet will be accelerated 

through increased network agility, integrated artificial intelligence (AI) and the capacity to deploy, automate, 

orchestrate and secure diverse use cases at hyperscale. 
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